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Abstract
An efficient, stable and reliable system to detect the unknown phase of the input sinusoidal signal is presented. The proposed design is a feedback loop consists of subtractor, peak detector and direct digital synthesizer (DDS). DDS generates a sinusoidal signal with the same frequency of input signal and with initial zero phase. An error signal is the output of subtractor after subtracting DDS signal from input signal. The peak of amplitude of error signal has a mathematical relation to the phase difference between the two input signals. Peak detector is used to extract the phase difference from error signal and passes the result to DDS to control the generated phase. The loop continues until the generated phase of DDS is the same as the input unknown phase. The proposed phase estimator has been implemented using a field programmable gate array (FPGA), consumed less power about 330 mW, and worked at 200 MHz clock.
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1. Introduction
In digital receivers it is important to synchronize the phase and frequency of the local oscillators in both transmitter and receiver to perform perfect coherent demodulation. The transmitted signal is shifted in frequency and phase due to many causes such as the Doppler effect. Phase shift must be estimated and compensated to perform demodulation and this operation is called phase recovery [1-2]. Synchronization systems can be divided into two main types:

1.1. Feedback (FB) Synchronization
The feedback synchronization systems involve the use of a closed loop form. An example of a feedback scheme includes the well-known Costas loop used for carrier recovery in satellite and point-to-point systems and phase locked loop (PLL) [3-4]. Costas and PLL based carrier synchronization schemes typically have loop bandwidths (BL) on the order of one thousandth of the symbol rate for optimal carrier phase tracking. As a loop-settling times are proportional to (1/BL), such loops require significant time to achieve stable synchronization. The PLL consists from phase detector (multiplier), loop filter (low pass filter), and voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) [5]. The performance of the PLL in phase recovery has some limitations such as [6]:
   a) Internal frequency ripples which, results from the phase detector used in a PLL, it needs higher order LPF to be removed, which leads to unstable PLL [7-8].
   b) PLL suffers from ringing or long settling time, and overshoot [9-10].

1.2. Feedforward (FF) Synchronization
In this system, phase synchronization is performed using the incoming matched filter samples without any loop form. One of the attractive characteristics of this method is the absence of hang up and cycle slip problems since there is no feedback (estimates are updated block by block). Cycle slips dodge conventional PLL and Costas loops. The absence of cycle slipping and hang-ups allows rapid acquisition of short burst type signaling [11-12]. Furthermore, digital signal processing (DSP) implementation of FF synchronizers can make the receiver design more flexible and less expensive. Further, in FF systems, there is no feedback path from the synchronizer to the analog front-end of the receiver, which allows modular design and independent testing, resulting in rapid product development. The main drawback in this
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type is that, it needs a complex implementation circuits which increase the cost and power consumption. Based on the ways of decoded data, feedforward synchronization algorithms are also further classified into the following types:

a) Data Aided (DA) systems

Data aided synchronization are implemented by incorporating known preamble symbols that are used by feedforward loop to aid in the estimation [13-14]. The disadvantage of DA systems is that they require an overhead transmission.

b) Decision-Directed (DD) systems

Decision-directed synchronizers use an estimate of the data and not the true data extracted from the transmitted preamble [15]. The performance of these algorithms is only optimal at high SNR where its performance approaches the performance of the DA when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is high.

c) Non-Data Aided (NDA) systems

Neither data nor any decision on data is used in this technique for obtaining the estimates of synchronization parameters. Instead, it averages over the data to obtain reliable estimates [16-17]. At low SNR, NDA is the only available preamble-less rapid technique to estimate phase, frequency, and symbol timing. The main disadvantage of the NDA system is that it degrades heavily once the received signal has been distorted by multipath fading. Still, at low SNR it operates more reliably than its DD/DA counterparts.

It is clear that traditional types of phase estimators has a drawbacks limit its performance. The feedback methods generally suffer from overshoot, long settling time, and instability [18]. While feedforward methods suffers from complexity in design and extra hardware requirement, which leads to high power consumption and cost [19].

The proposed method to recover the input unknown phase is a feedback loop, to provide fast recovery when the input phase is changed rapidly. It provides stability, reliability, and simple structure without complexity.

2. Proposed Phase Estimator

The proposed circuit is shown in Figure 1, it consists of a phase detector, peak detector and DDS only, no loop filter is needed. The phase detector is just a subtractor. The phase detector receives the input sinusoidal signal with unknown phase and another sinusoidal signal generated by DDS, with the same frequency and estimated phase.

\[ x(nT_s) = A \sin(\omega nT_s + \theta) \]  
\[ y(nT_s) = B \sin(\omega nT_s + \hat{\theta}) \]  
Where A, B, \( \omega \), \( \theta \), \( \hat{\theta} \) are the amplitudes, frequency, phases of the input and the generated NCO signals respectively. \( T_s \) is the sampling time. The error signal which is the output of the phase detector is \( e(nT_s) \)

\[ e(nT_s) = x(nT_s) - y(nT_s) \]
\[ e(nT_s) = A \sin(\omega nT_s + \theta) - B \sin(\omega nT_s + \hat{\theta}) = C \sin(\omega nT_s + \phi) \] 
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Where \( c, \phi \) are the amplitude and phase of the error signal. Using trigonometric identities we can expand (3) to be

\[
A \sin(\omega nT_s) \cos(\theta) + A \cos(\omega nT_s) \sin(\theta) - B \sin(\omega nT_s) \cos(\tilde{\theta}) - B \cos(\omega nT_s) \sin(\tilde{\theta}) = C \sin(\omega nT_s) \cos(\phi) + C \cos(\omega nT_s) \sin(\phi)
\]  
(4)

Eqn (4) can be arranged to be

\[
[A \cos(\theta) - B \cos(\tilde{\theta}) - C \cos(\phi)] \sin(\omega nT_s) = [-A \sin(\theta) - B \sin(\tilde{\theta}) + C \sin(\phi)] \cos(\omega nT_s)
\]  
(5)

The terms inside the parentheses in (5) must be both equal, to be zero, so squaring both sides will be

\[
C^2 \cos^2(\phi) = A^2 \cos^2(\theta) + B^2 \cos^2(\tilde{\theta}) - 2AB \cos(\theta) \cos(\tilde{\theta})
\]  
(6)

\[
C^2 \sin^2(\phi) = A^2 \sin^2(\theta) + B^2 \sin^2(\tilde{\theta}) + 2AB \sin(\theta) \sin(\tilde{\theta})
\]  
(7)

Adding (6) and (7) will be

\[
c^2[\cos^2(\phi) + \sin^2(\phi)] = A^2[\cos^2(\theta) + \cos^2(\tilde{\theta})] + B^2[\cos^2(\tilde{\theta}) + \sin^2(\tilde{\theta})] - 2AB[\cos(\theta) \cos(\tilde{\theta}) - \sin(\theta) \sin(\tilde{\theta})]
\]

\[
C = \sqrt{A^2 + B^2 - 2AB \cos(\theta - \tilde{\theta})}
\]  
(8)

If \( A = B \)

\[
C = A \sqrt{2} \sqrt{1 - \cos(\theta - \tilde{\theta})}
\]  
(9)

\[
\cos(\theta - \tilde{\theta}) = \left(1 - \frac{c^2}{2}\right)
\]

\[
(\theta - \tilde{\theta}) = \cos^{-1}(1 - \frac{c^2}{2})
\]

For small phase difference

\[
(\theta - \tilde{\theta}) = C^2
\]  
(10)

3. Results and Analysis

A different simulation has been done to investigate the performance of the proposed phase recovery system.

3.1. Phase Difference Range

The mathematical relation between the peak of amplitude of error signal \( c \) and phase difference in Equation (9) and Equation (10) has been investigated. A phase difference range from \(( -\pi: \pi)\) is applied to the proposed recovery system and the peak of amplitude of the error signal is plotted in Figure 1. The response of the system agrees with the expected values of \( (c) \) and for small phase difference Equation (10) has been applied correctly.
3.2. Different Fixed Value Phase

When the input phase is changed at fixed time the response of the estimator is very important to recover the change in phase as quickly as it is an essential task in the demodulation process such as phase shift keying (PSK). The input phase takes the following values $\left\{ \frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{3\pi}{2}, \pi, \frac{\pi}{4}, \frac{3\pi}{4}, \frac{\pi}{2}, \pi, \frac{3\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{4} \right\}$. At every milisecond and the response of the proposed phase estimator is plotted in Figure 3.

3.3. Varied Time Phase

Another challenge to the proposed estimator, when the input phase is varied time. An input phase $\theta(t) = \frac{\pi}{4} + \cos(2\pi2000t)$ is applied to the estimator and the response is plotted in Figure 4.
3.4. PLL Vs Proposed Estimator
Since PLL has a similar structure with proposed estimator a comparison between PLL response and proposed estimator response to estimate a varying time phase has been done. An input varying time phase $\theta(t) = \frac{\pi}{4} + \frac{\pi}{60}\sin(0.01\pi t)$ is applied to both structures and the both responses are plotted in figure 5. The comparison shows that, the PLL response has a long settling (locking) time and ripples, and the proposed estimator locked the input phase quickly without any ripples. To remove the ripples from PLL it needs to use a higher order LPF, but unfortunately it increases the instability of the system [20-21].

![Figure 5. PLL Response Vs Proposed Estimator Response](image)

All previous simulations indicate that the proposed estimator provides an efficient, robust, reliable phase estimator with a low complexity structure suitable for phase recovery operation in digital receivers.

4. Hardware Implementation
The proposed model has been implemented with two methods. The first with mixed circuits, where the subtractor and DDS implemented with FPGA board, and the peak detector is a half wave rectifier (analog component) as shown in figure 4. Equation (9) can be written before phase accumulator using VHDL code [22]. DDS can be considered as two blocks accumulator and read only memory (ROM) or look-up table (LUT) which used to convert the output of the accumulator to phase.

![Figure 6. Implementation with Mixed Circuits](image)

The second method is, implementation with FPGA, in this case the peak detector is a delay unit and comparator to compare the input and output of the delay unit $e(n-1) > e(n)$, when $e(n)$ is greater than $e(n-1)$, peak detector stop comparing and the peak has been detected as the current value of $e(n-1)$. Due to the nature of sinusoidal waves, peak detector takes a quarter period of the error signal to reach the peak value. Proposed estimator modeled in VHDL, simulated using Simulink program.
The estimator implemented using XCSD1800A-4FG676C Spartan-3A DSP board. FPGA consumed resources are shown in table 1.

Table 1. FPGA consumed resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of slice flip flops</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of 4 input LUTs</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>33280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of occupied sliced</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>16640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bonded IOBs</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum frequency</td>
<td>196 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>334 mW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

Simple, efficient and stable phase estimator method has been presented. Simulations results for different cases, showed the performance of the proposed estimator. Comparison between proposed estimator and PLL (widely used as phase estimator in communication circuits), has been also presented and indicates that the proposed estimator solves many drawbacks in performance of PLL. Proposed estimator has been implemented with FPGA, consumes 334 mW and works at 196 MHz.
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